tremulus
Ebon Eaves

A CREEPY LITTLE TOWN TO CALL YOUR OWN

You have been lured to the town of Ebon Eaves. Fragments of fact and fancy have painted a
picture of the old town in your mind’s eye.
WHAT YOU THINK TO BE REAL about the town and its people :

A re the locals friendly ?				A		
D o they exhibit strange behavior ?		B		
I s it an old community ?				C
D oes the town have a tragic past ?		D	
A re there any secret societies ?			E
A re the landmark buildings in disrepair ?	F
I s the economy in decline ?				G

Y ou MUST ANSWER YES to three and ONLY three . JOT DOWN or CIRCLE YES ANSWERS.
WHAT WEIRDNESS YOU HEAR about the town :

H ave strange lights been seen in the area ?					A	
I s there a history of ghost sightings ?						B	
H as an incident of mass murder ever occurred here ?			C	
H ave there ever been reports of flying creatures ?			D	
H ave there ever been rumors of dark rituals ?				E	
I s there a history of madness amongst the townsfolk ?			F	
A re there any old ruins or buildings in or about the town ?		G	

Y ou MUST ANSWER YES to three and ONLY three . JOT DOWN or CIRCLE YES ANSWERS.

Open or secret?

OPEN: A nswer these questions collectively . D ecide amongst yourselves what is TRUE. T his gives the
characters a better sense of what they are getting into . T his is recommended for quick , pickup play , con
games , and groups of two or fewer players . T hose unfamiliar with the game are best going this route as
well .
SECRET: A little more time consuming , though quite rewarding , is when the K eeper has you each
answer the questions independently ( on a questionnaire or scrap piece of paper ), tallies the results , and
determines the end results by majority rule . T his works best in groups of three to five .
REMEMBER: H ow you answer these questions is going to
STORY you will create with the KEEPER.
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